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ABSTRACT

Super—covariant differential operators are denned in two dimensions which map super-
symmetry doublets to other doublets. The possibility of constructing a closed algebra among the
fields appearing in such operators is explored. Such an algebra exists for Grassmann-odd differ-
ential operators. A representation for these operators in terms of free-field doublets is constructed.
An explicit closed algebra involving fields of spin 2 and 5/2, in addition to the stress tensor and the
supersymmetry generator, is constructed from such a free-field representation as an example of a
non-linear extended superconformal algebra.
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1 Introduction

It is of crucial importance in the classification program of two-dimensional
conformal field theories to explore the possibility of constructing enlarged
symmetries as extensions of the (super)Virasoro algebra. Such symmetries
would necessarily involve fields of spin higher than two. By now the bosonic
extensions of the Virasoro algebra are becoming better understood, though
much remains to be done. A general systematic treatment of extended
algebras involving fields of half-integer spin is necessary. It is our purpose
here to present one way of understanding such symmetries at the classical
level.

Our point of departure shall be the construction of differential opera-
tors involving fields of integer and half-integer spin, which act on supersym-
metry doublets to give other such doublets. These operators are therefore
'super-covariant' operators in this sense. Such an approach gave rise to an
extended reparametrization algebra in the bosonic case where a theorem
of Gelfand and Dikii[l] ensured the existence of a closed algebra among
the fields appearing in covariant differential operators which map covariant
fields to other covariant fields[2|. This construction and its realization in
terms of free scalar fields is reviewed in the next section.

In section 3, the generalization of covariant differential operators to
super-covariant ones acting linearly on supersymmetry doublets is consid-
ered. The transformations of the fields appearing in such operators under
supersymmetry and reparametrizations is written down. We first consider
the case when only first derivatives are involved and catalogue the possible
'elementary' or low-order super-covariant differential operators that are al-
lowed. These raise the conformal dimension by one-half or one and can be
realized in terms of doublets involving a free scalar field and its fermiomc
super-partner. The study of the transformations of the fields for higher or-
der operators enables us to identify objects with the correct transformations
to serve as possible candidates for the stress tensor and the supersymmetry
generator; this separates the class of super-covariant operators into those
of integer or half-integer order, which raise the conformal dimension of the
doublets they act on by integer or half-integer amounts, respectively.
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In section 4, the 'half-order' operator that raises the conforma! dimen-
sion of a doublet by one-half is used as a building block from which Grass-
mann odd(even) differential operators of arbitrary half-integer(integer) or-
der can be constructed. While a theorem of Manin and Radul[3] ensures the
existence of a closed algebra among all the fields appearing in operators of
half-integer order, it is not necessarily true that a closed algebra exists for
operators of integer order, in spite of the existence of a reparametrisation
generator and a supersymmetry generator. In fact, an attempt to build
an extended algebra from an operator of order three fails, even though the
algebra at the order two level is closed and is just the super-Virasoro alge-
bra. The super-Virasoro algebra is also obtained from the super-covariant
operator of order 3/2; its generalization to an operator of order 5/2 yields a
closed algebra that includes, in addition to the super-Virasoro algebra, an
algebra involving extra fields of conformal dimension 2 and 5/2. We also
discuss the extension of this to the case of higher-order operators.

Finally we end with our conclusions and some comments.

2 Bosonic extended conformal algebras

An arbitrary analytic conformal field e{z) of conformal dimension w trans-
forms covariantly under a reparametrization z —» z as

•W-«•»(=) ' (i)

or, for an infinitesimal reparametrization

* = * + «/(*), (2)

S,e = e(z) - «(*) = i{ft> + wfe) (3)

where the prime denotes derivative with respect to the argument. A scalar
field transforms with w = 0. Now the derivative of e(z), dtfdz, is not always
a covariant quantity. To get a quantity which transforms covariantly, define
the operator [4]

such that De has weight (w + 1); then we can find the transformation of
the field A(z) by requiring that

'de

which gives us
6, A = fA' + f'A - wf". (6)

So A can be represented as the derivative of a scalar field <j> with the anoma-
lous transformation law

£,* = W - wf. (7)

Let us call w here the weight parameter of the operator D. This kind
of anomalous scalar field can therefore be thought of as a connection field
in the space of conformal transformations.

Now this kind of covariant derivative operator can be generalized
to include terms with higher order derivatives. Such operators represent
the most general linear transformations that provide mappings between
covariant fields. So let us consider the operator

L = '£ui{d/dz)i (8)

Requiring that this acts on covariant fields of dimension w to give covariant
fields of dimension (u> + A), we can read off the transformations of the u's.
We find [41

S,ur = 7 f (9)

where the Tj part indicates a transformation of conformal dimension (or
spin, since we have analytic fields) j :

r}j)
Ut= K + J / V (io)

Here the quantities C™ are binomial coefficients and /'*' denotes the it-
th derivative of / . We shall call such an operator ui-covariant. So the
Uj's transform with spin (A — j), but they also have anomalous terms
in their transformations that depend on the 'lower spin' fields. They are
therefore not quite primary fields in the usual sense of the word. Notice
that UN transforms covariantly; we can, without loss of generality, set this
coefficient equal to one as we can always factor it out. Then the operator
L raises the conformal dimension of a dimension w field by jV. The fields
in this operator can be constructed from free scalar fields, as we will see
shortly.

The field ujv-i now transforms like an anomalous U(l) current:

(11)



Further, uN..2 transforms like an anomalous spin two field:

6fuN..2 = fu'N _2 ~ 1)

_ V
(12)

We note that if the spin one field vanishes, then UJV-J transforms like a
covariant spin two field, except for a classical c-number anomaly, that is,
like a stress tensor. In this case, the transformation law for ttjv-i tells us
that we must have w - (1 - N)/2 for consistency. One can ask whether
in fact tifi-i can be viewed as a stress tensor in the sense of generating
reparametrizations (defined as Poisson brackets of uN-2 with the u's) on
all the u's. This leads us naturally to ask if such an algebra exists between
all the u's. The answer is in the affirmative, and the existence of a closed
algebra follows from a theorem of Gelfand and Dikii[l). In fact an explicit
representation of this algebra in terms of free anomalous scalar fields can
be obtained by writing our differential operator as a product of first order
onesjSj.

Let us write an 7V-th order u>-covariant differential operator as

L= FT -r- (13)

where the fields transform as

and in general

This factorization in terms of first order operators is in fact the Miura
transformation[6] familiar from the theory of Lax operators. The Poisson
brackets for the u's are then just those induced from the Poisson brackets
for the fields 4>j< For the case when uN_\ — 0, the fields <f>j are not all
independent and satisfy

««-i = Xl^y = 0 (16)
j-i

which places the constraint

(17)

on the parameter w, which tells us that w = (1 - N)/2. Note that this
is also consistent with the transformation of UJV-I- This also means that
the Poisson brackets for the 0's are not diagonal(unless some of them are
negative), for that would be inconsistent with the above constraint on the
4>'s. A consistent choice of Poisson brackets in this case is

(18)

which is the one used in ref.[5]. The stress tensor 1

N

(19)
i = l

where we have used eqn.{l6). This is the generator of reparametrizations,
up to a sign, since we have the Poisson bracket

[w + N - k)3t) 6{x - y). (20)

Of cousre this is a Poisson bracket for functionals and strictly only makes
sense when multiplied by a test function and integrated.

The operator L is only covariant on fields of the above weight in this
case; we shall call this value U/JV. Then L provides a mapping from fields
of weight (1 - JV)/2 to fields of weight (1 + AT)/2- s i n c e uN-i = °» uN-i
transforms covariantly with dimension two, and the classical anomaly or
central charge can be directly read off(up to a normalization) from the
transformation law, eqn.{12). This central charge is proportional to

N(N - l)(N - 2) N(N-l)
6 + 2 l (21)

which reduces to N{N* - 1)/12.

As an example of the construction of an extended conformal algebra,
consider the following third order operator without a spin one current:

L=\ —
d

i-r +'

Factoring this as a product of three first order operators, the above Poisson
brackets for the scalar fields with N — 3 give the following algebra for the
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fields u0 and

= (25s

ui) 6(x - y)

(22)

Here the fields on the right all depend on x and the derivatives are under-
stood to be x derivatives. It is obvious that u0 does not transform quite
like a spin three field, but has anomalous terms, as can be read off from
the above Poisson brackets. In fact we have

(23)

and

= (< U l a ! + 6>*) / (24)

so that the combination
U = {u\ - 2u0) (25)

transforms like a pure spin three field. Of course the Poisson brackets for
this field U can be written from above and this is the classical version of
Zamolodchikov's spin three W-algebra[7]. The construction of completely
covariant fields from the u's is not straightforward for the general case of
an iV-th order operator. In the following section we shall generalize the
above to include transformations under supersymmetry.

3 Super-covariant differential operators

The inclusion of supersymmetry necessitates, in addition to a transfor-
mation law under reparametrizations, the introduction of an infinitesimal
transformation law under supersymmetry. A supersymmetry doublet of
fields (a(z),6(z)) transforms under an infinitesimal supersymmetry trans-
formation as follows [4]:

f,a = fb

(26)

HI: i t
m ™ .

where wa is the conformal dimension of a, ff represents the change of the
field under a supersymmetry transformation labelled by the function /(z) ,
and an infinitesimal Grassmann-odd parameter has been suppressed. The
conformal dimension of b is tut = uia + 1/2; we shall for convenience refer
to wa as the dimension of the doublet. The transformations f; satisfy the
infinite-dimensional algebra [4]

which is of course just the supersymmetric extension of the Virasoro alge-
bra[8]. As in the bosonic case, one can look for differential operators that
act on such supersymmetry doublets to yield other doublets. It is conve-
nient for our purposes to use a matrix notation where we represent doublets
by column vectors, and look for matrix differential operators 7 which act
as follows [4]:

Here the matrix elements F(]- (i, j =1, 2) are differential operators whose
transformation properties are determined from the requirement that (A,B)
a!so transforms as a doublet; this gives the following master equations for
the transformations for the operators F(J:

f,Fu = ±Flt (f4- + *">J'\ + /F«

-^ + 2w.f \

= ±Fnf (27)

Here A is the increase in conformal dimension, tvA = wa + A. In the above
equations the upper (lower) signs are to be used in the case where 7 does
not change(changes) the Grassmann character of the components of the
doublet. In the case when the Grassmann character of A and B are the
same as those of o and b respectively, Fu and F21 are Grassmann-odd,
whereas when they are not, Fn and Fn are Grassmann-odd. If we expand
the operators F,-,- as

(28)



the transformations of the fields G -̂, as determined from the above equa-
tions, read as follows:

= ± J,/'"-1-1)^- + fG'u
n=r-l

n-r-l

GI,, (29)

where the C's are binomial coefficients and /'*' denotes the fc-th derivative
of / . Under reparametrizations, the Gj,-'s transform as follows:

m=r+l

m=r+l

m=r+l

(so)

where the operator If was defined earlier and represents the piece that
corresponds to the transformation of a spin k field. Here it is understood
that C™i = 0. It is instructive to first consider the transformations when
the Fj/s contain no more than a first derivative operator, so that JV = 1.
We then have the following four cases where at least one of the G,-,-'s is zero.

Qase la: First we look at the cases where F
odd. Then the transformations of the G's read:

= fCfin + f'G\2

and Flt are Grassmann-

f,Gl
n = -(

+ fG\[

A)f'G"n

(31)

From the consistency of these equations, we see that it is possible to have
G i i = G J J = G I J = ° a n d GJi = Gis- Further, G?, can be chosen to be a
constant anti-commuting parameter (that we shall call (?) and we must have
A = j for consistency. This also tells us that G]X = GJJ. We shall call such
an operator 7 a half-order operator since it raises the conformal dimension
by 1/2. Then the fields x = G^ and 4> = G°u form the peculiar doublet

frx = /* ' + /'*•

Here (̂  is a Grassmann-even dimension 1/2 field.

(32)

Case lb: Next, we note that it is also possible that GJ2 = 0 and

L = Gjj. Then the transformation equations (31) are:

(33)= /GSi + 2

= / ( G S , - -

9rG%x =

+ h + /G* + 2(wa

Without loss of generality, we can set G\x = constant in the above equa-
tions, which we shall call a; then we also get G\t = — Gjj. Consistency also
determines A to be equal to one, and the four independent fields now at
our disposal separate into the following two doublets:

(34)

and

= /[(I

fr [(1
+2/ ' [(1 + 2W.)G; I - 2W.GS,]

f(G°n - 2v,aG%}. (35)

10
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The first doublet above can be constructed from an anomalous scalar field
0 and its fermionic partner; with 4' = G\i — G^ and x — GIJI this doublet
is

which can be represented by an anomalous scalar field and its super-partner:
with p' s Gj, and V = Gj,, we have

ft* = fX- (36)

The second doublet does not have such an obvious representation in terms
of a free field doublet; however, we shall see shortly that it indeed does,
since the first order operator that we have in this case can be written as
the product of two half-order ones.

Case 2a: Now we turn to the cases where G n and GJJ are Grassmann-
odd, and G|? and GJI Grassmann-even. Then the transformations of the
G's are;

°2
ax

n + 2waf'G
l
21

fG°n + 2 K
G°2) (37)

6fip = f<p' - wj'

In terms of these fields, our half-order operator ia

(41)

At this point, we note that two half-order operators can be put together to
yield a super-covariant operator of order one:

Then the matrix elements of L are

and

* + 2(tu. + A)f'Go
n

We can have, consistently,

(38)

(39)

and = G°2. Then from the last four transformation equations above,
it is clear that it is possible to choose G\2 — constant, which gives G;t =
— GJJ. Consistency requires that A = 1/2, and without loss of generality
we can choose G°2 to be equal to one. The independent fields Gjj and G%x

form the doublet

= fGa
n-2wJl

(40)

(42)

Then the two doublets we had in case lb above are formed by the pairs

G°n =

and

<p'2)

(43)

(44)

Case 2b: We can also look for a solution with G}2 = 0 and G[t =
— G\2 = S, where fl is a constant anti-commuting parameter. From §;G\^ —
0, this tells us that G\t = G?2. Then we must have A = 1 for consistency,
and the combination \ = G?L + G§2 and ^ = G°l2 form a peculiar doublet
just as in case 2a above:

11 12



h<t> - fx + re. (46)

The half-order operator of case 2a above turns out to be the moat
interesting one for our purposes. We shall see in the next section that
any super-covariant operator can be built as a product of such half-order
operators.

Next, we will consider the transformation equations for the case of
arbitrary N and look for dimension (3/2,2) doublets. Let us first look at the
case when Fn and F21 are Grassmann-odd. Without loss of generality, we
can set G* = 1. Then 7 is an operator that raises the conformal dimension
by A = JV. We reproduce the equations (29) here for convenience:

fCtl

Inspection of these equations then reveals that = 1,
^"1 =

(47)

and

G^ = 0. Furthermore, it is easy to see that if G^"1 = 0, and if wa takes
the value wa = ^ , then G^1 = -Gf2~

2 and (c£- J ,G&-2 " G
dimension (3/2, 2) doublet:

~*)

N{N

(48)

So these objects could serve, in principle, as the generators of supersymme-
try and reparametrizations, respectively. However we shall see later that it
is only easy to construct a closed algebra when N = 2; there is nothing to
guarantee closure of the algebra of al! the Gj/s for bigger values of N.

Turning now to the case when Fu and F}j are fermionic, so that / is
a Grassrnann-odd operator, the superaymmetry transformations read:

13

'G; l . (49)

We can set G^ = constant without loss of generality; then from the trans-
formations of Gj',, G£, G£, Gf, and Gf^1, it can be seen that we must
have

G» = G^ = G{i = 0 (50)

and
Gji = G^1 (51)

for consistency. Now we can choose GjJ"1 = GjJ = 1 without loss of
generality; then 7 is an operator that raises the conformal dimension by
A = N - \ and we further find that Gff' = -G&~'. Then there are the
following two ways of constructing a (3/2, 2) doublet:

First, if uia satisfies

JV - 2 + 2wa = 0, (52)

then (GfJ~3, GjJ * — GjJ 3) form such a doublet. In fact this construction
does not give a closed algebra even for N = 2.

Secondly, we can choose GfJ"1 = G^i'1 = 0 and wa — *^. This
further implies that Gji"1 = G^
form a (3/2, 2) doublet:

^f1 == 0. Again G^'2 and (G^f* - G ^

(53)

In the next section we shall construct examples of a few super-covariant
differential operators as composites of half-order ones; we will see that the
operator of order 5/2 yields an extended superconformal algebra.
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Composite differential operators and the
spin 5/2 algebra

The half-order operator studied in case 2a in the previous section can
be used as a building block to create auper-covariant operators of arbi-
trary integer or half-integer order, which correspond to Grassmann-even
and Grassmann-odd operators respectively. We saw earlier that two half-
order operators gave rise to the first-order operator of case lb in the pre-
vious section. Here we shall give examples of closed algebras arising from
super-covariant operators. As a first example of a non-trivial algebra, we
shall consider a super-covariant Grassmann-odd operator of order 3/2, con-
structed as a product of three first-order operators:

with

L = DiD1DL =

where the scalar fields p< form anomalous doublets with their fermionic
super-partners i£\. With N = 2(and therefore wa — ^^- = — j) , the
relations Gff1 = G^f1 = G^,"1 = 0 that we had as conditions for the
existence of a spin (3/2, 2) doublet give us the equations

Vt + <p\ +

= 0

= 0

= 0 54

respectively. The unique solution of these equations tells us that we must
have <p2 — ip2 ~ 0 and if>3 = —^ii Vs = —'Pi- Since each of the D operators
in L acts super-covariantly on everything to its right, the weight parameters
in the anomalous transformations of the p's must increase in steps of 1/2,
and in fact this is consistent with our solution:

= 0

The operators F,/s take the form

Fn = G

(55)
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F" = J-

F« = -G (56)

where T and G are the reparametrization and supersyrametry generators
respectively for the anomalous doublet (tpi, ^i):

G = -

With the Poisson brackets

= -8{x-y), (58)

G and T indeed generate the appropriate transformations, and form the
following super-Virasoro algebra with a classical anomaly:

{T(x),G(v)) = --(
i-d3){T(x),T{y)} = -(r + 2Td+i-d3)S(x-y) (59)

As our next example, we consider the following Grassmann-even op-
erator of order two constructed from four half-order ones:

L = (60)

with the A 's as before. Imposing Gjj = 0 (since N = 2 and we are looking
for a (3/2, 2) doublet) gives the equation

= 0

which give

and

(Pi = -Pi

= o.

(61)

(62)

(63)

To get a consistent set of Poisson brackets in order that T = \{G%^ — G^) is
the generator of reparametrizations, it is necessary to choose ps = 0i = °-
Then, since T must be the reparametrization generator for all the fields

16



present, it must also be true that <pt = — 2p>i. Here the factor of — 2 comes
from the fact that for L to be super-covariant, <pi and ipt must transform
as

/ i \

(64)= M - (-\f)
and

Then we have

with the Poisson brackets

(65)

(66)

= S(x-y). (67)

Since G\t = - 2 0 ! and G\t = - 2 ^ , the algebra of all the Gi/s certainly
closes trivially, and we shall not consider it further.

The third example we shall study is the Graasmann-odd operator of

order 5/2 constructed from five half-order ones:

L = (68)

Now L is an operator that acts on dimension -1 doublets to produce di-

mension 3/2 doublets. Here N = 3, and the equations G^'1 = Gji~2 =

GjX~l = 0 yield the independent equations

= o

and

<e>\
=o.

(69)

(70)

These equations are solved uniquely by 0j = <ps = 0, <p't = —pj and
¥>j = —V>\, and similarly for the 0's. Note that this solution is consistent
with the transformations of the fields ip and 0, as for the case of the order
3/2 operator. The value of wa here is - 1 , since N — 3. Then we find

17

which is the correct generator of supersymmetry if the non-sero Poisson

brackets are

(72)

The reparametrization generator is, as expected,

The matrix elements of L take the form

(73)

E
^ (74)

The independent fields here can be taken to be the supersymmetry genera-

tor G = G{j, the reparametrization generator T, G°2 and Gjj. It turns out

that Gj( and G ĵ are not independent, due to the existence of the relations

and
G?j - G°2 + G';

of course Gj, is just 2T + G°a. Explicitly, we have

and

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)

18
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C/j and Gj2 are spin two and spin 5/2 fields respectively; however, the
transformation of <7j2 is not purely covariant. As can be seen from eqs.
(30), it transforms under reparametrizattons as

«,C°, = f(% + \f<G°» - \f"G.

Now since G" transforms as

= fG" + lf

(79)

(80)

it follows that the combination H = G§2 + ;G' is a completely covariant
field of conformal dimension 5/2. Defining U = G\2 and using the Poisson
brackets for the ip's and 0's, it can be shown that the fields U, H, T, and
G form the following closed classical spin 5/2 algebra:

{G(x),G(y)} = (27-+ 3d2) <5(x - y)

{G(x),r(9)} - ~

{T{x),T[y)} = -

(81)

{H(x),U{y)} = [ | i f - V -

\u" + UT-

{G{x),U(y)} =

{G(x),H(y)} =

{T{x),U(y)} =

2H - \G' - Gd) 6{x - y)

The fields on the right here depend on x and the derivatives are understood
to be z derivatives. We note that the closure of this Poisson bracket algebra
was guaranteed by the theorem of Manin and ttadul(3] for super-differential
operators of half-integer order. Therefore this kind of construction should
give extended superconformal algebras for larger values of TV too. We shall
now briefly comment on the generalization to higher spins.

A generalized half-integer(iV - i) order operator of the type consid-
ered above, L ~ D2fj-i Di acts on dimension (1 - N)j2 doublets to

19

produce doublets of dimension N/2. The necessary conditions for the ex-
istence of a (3/2, 2) doublet among the G.-j's are the equations Cff1 =
GJI'1 = GJJ~2 = 0. These give rise to the equations

-J = 0

and

(82)

(83)

It is easy to check that a solution of these equations is

= 0, (84)

and of course similarly for the v?'s. Then it can be seen that the supersym-
metry generator is

(85)

Therefore the non-zero Poisson brackets for the fields alternate in sign:

= -S(x-y)

= +6{x-y)

(86)

and similarly for the 0's. These Poisson brackets would then induce a
closed Poisson bracket algebra for the higher spin fields.

In conclusion, we have constructed an extended superconformal al-
gebra by considering linear differential transformations of doublets which
preserve covariance under the supersymmetry algebra. Such an algebra ex-
ists for all half-integer order super-differential operators. These operators
can be factorized as products of half-order ones written in terms of free-field

20



doublets. The Poisson bracket algebra of these free fields then induces a
Poisson bracket algebra for the higher spin fields appearing in the differ-
ential operators. We have only considered the classical version of the spin
5/2 algebra here. It should be interesting to consider the quantization of
this algebra. In view of the alternating nature of the Poisson brackets in
eqs. (86), it is clear that the Hilbert space of states would contain negative-
norm states. It is likely that these could be eliminated by the imposition
of an appropriate gauge condition. The construction of an action whose
symmetries would correspond to this algebra is also an open question.

Note added: As this work was being completed, ref.[9] came to the
author's attention. Extended superconformal symmetries are constructed
there from supersymmetric Toda field theories. The classical version of
their JV = 1 supersymmetric spin 5/2 algebra is, however, different from
ours, and the exact connection between the two is not clear.

Acknowledgements. The author is grateful to Prof. Saiam, the
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ICTP, Trieste.
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